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Ab initio molecular orbital calculations using density functional theory (DFT) have been conducted on the
aldopentofuranose, 2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofuranose (1) to evaluate the performance of DFT methodology
in structural optimization and NMR spin-spin coupling constant determinations prior to its application in
more complex carbohydrate-containing systems. Computed molecular parameters (bond lengths, bond angles,
bond torsions) and NMR spin-spin coupling constants (J) in the 10 geometrically optimized envelope forms
of 1 are compared to those reported previously from HF/6-31G*-optimized geometries. In earlier work,nJCH

values were first computed at the HF level using finite-field perturbation theory and a basis set specially
designed to economically recover the Fermi-contact contribution toJ. Electron correlation effects on the
coupling constants were then introduced via second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation (MP2) calculations.
The derived correlation corrections (i.e., the MP2- HF values) were scaled by factors obtained from more
elaborate quadratic configuration interaction (QCISD) calculations on related, though necessarily smaller,
systems. In the present study, the Fermi-contact components of theJ values were computed directly via DFT,
presumably recovering the important effects of electron correlation and thus obviating the need for scaling.
JCH values (one-, two-, and three-bond) derived from the DFT treatment are compared to scaled couplings
obtained previously using HF/MP2 methods. The effect of structural relaxation onJ is assessed by direct
comparison of HF values for the13C-1H couplings in both HF- and DFT-optimized geometries.1JCC, 2JCC,
3JCC, and2+3JCC values are computed (DFT) in1 as a function of ring conformation for the first time, correlation
corrections are evaluated by direct comparison with HF calculations, and new structural interpretations of
these couplings are provided.

Introduction

Conformational analysis of biomolecules by NMR spectros-
copy depends, in part, on the accurate measurement and
interpretation of scalar spin-spin coupling constants (J cou-
plings), especially those across three bonds (vicinal couplings,
3J). The latter values depend, among other factors, on the
dihedral angle between the coupled atoms, as first described
by Karplus,1 and numerous studies have defined correlations
between molecular structure and3J values in a wide range of
compounds.2 In contrast, one-bond (1J) and two-bond (2J)
couplings are applied less often in conformational analysis partly
because their dependencies on molecular structure are not as
well appreciated or understood, although some notable excep-
tions exist.3-12 Vicinal spin couplings between protons (3JHH)
are most commonly applied in structural studies due to their
relative ease of measurement and the wealth of information
correlating their magnitudes with molecular structure.13 How-
ever, with the development of modern NMR techniques,14,15

accurate spin coupling constants can be measured involving
other nuclei such as carbon. SinceJCH and JCC values are
frequently more abundant in molecules than3JHH values, these
couplings represent a potentially valuable source of structural
information.

The analysis ofJ couplings in structure determinations is most
valuable in molecules that are conformationally flexible. In these

cases, the presence of populations of different, interconverting
molecules in solution gives rise to averaged NMR parameters,
and this averaging is not always linear, as discussed by
Jardetzky.16 For example,1H-1H nuclear Overhauser effects
(NOEs) depend on the distance,r, between proton pairs asr-6,
and thus the observed NOEs in flexible systems will be highly
skewed in favor of conformers containing the smaller inter-
nuclear distances.17 This latter effect introduces complications
in the structural interpretation of NOE values, especially when
only a small number can be observed. On the other hand, scalar
couplings are averaged linearly, and thus their interpretation in
the presence of conformational flexibility is, in principle, less
prone to error.

Recently we applied experimental and theoretical methods
to evaluate the behavior ofJCH values in biologically relevant
â-D-ribofuranosyl and 2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofuranosyl
rings.18,19Ab initio self-consistent field (SCF) molecular orbital
calculations using a split-valence basis set (6-31G*) gave
optimized structures for the 10 nonplanar (envelope) forms of
these rings, and1JCH, 2JCH, and3JCH values were computed in
each conformer.nJCH values were first computed at the HF level
using finite-field perturbation theory and a previously introduced
basis set20 designed to economically recover the Fermi-contact
contribution to13C-13C spin-spin coupling constants. Electron
correlation effects on the coupling constants were then intro-
duced via second-order Møller-Plesset perturbation (MP2)
calculations with the same basis set. The derived correlation
corrections (i.e., MP2- HF values) were scaled by factors
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obtained from more elaborate quadratic configuration interaction
(QCISD) calculations on related systems.21 These scaled
coupling constants were combined with experimental measure-
ments to establish the dependencies ofJCH values on furanosyl
ring conformation and on carbohydrate structure in general.
However, while this theoretical approach predicts reliable
coupling trends, it suffered from some limitations. First,
geometrical parameters were determined at the HF level of
theory, and thus electron correlation effects on structural
optimization were neglected. While correlation corrections were
included in the spin coupling calculations, they were overesti-
mated at MP2. Furthermore, the required scaling factors depend
on the nature and separation of the coupled nuclei, the chemical
bonding along the coupling path, and the basis set employed in
the calculation. Reliable evaluation of these scaling factors thus
required extensive comparison with results from more accurate
treatments of electron correlation (QCISD) in a wide range of
related model compounds whose sizes were kept relatively small
in order to ensure practicable computations.

These limitations prompted us to examine the use of density
functional theory (DFT) in such studies, since DFT methods
are intended to economically recover the important effects of
electron correlation. For example, Bauschlicher22 has shown the
considerable improvements, compared to HF results, in the
determination of structural parameters, particularly when hybrid
functionals are used. Malkin et al.23a have shown that DFT
methods yield reliable NMR chemical shifts and spin-spin
coupling constants, at least in small hydrocarbons, Stahl et al.23b

have shown that reliableJCC values could be calculated by DFT
in an acyclic alkene, and a recent study of methylâ-D-
xylopyranoside by Hricovini et al.23c has demonstrated the
usefulness of DFT in predicting1H, 13C, and17O chemical shifts
andJCH values, in carbohydrates. Further validation of the DFT
approach as applied to carbohydrate systems thus appeared
attractive in order to identify potential advantages and limitations
prior to its application in more complex carbohydrate-containing
systems.

In this investigation, the DFT method has been applied to
predict molecular parameters (bond lengths, bond angles, bond
torsions) in the 10 geometrically optimized envelope forms of
2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofuranose (1). These structural pa-
rameters are compared to those reported previously at the HF/
6-31G* level of theory.19 JCH values (one-, two-, and three-
bond) in 1 are then computed using the DFT-optimized
geometries and are compared to the scaled couplings reported
previously using HF and MP2 methods19 and scaling procedures
described above. Finally,1JCC, 2JCC, 3JCC, and 2+3JCC values
are computed in1 for the first time, and structural interpretations
of these couplings are provided. These calculations were
performed with DFT-optimized geometries using both HF and
DFT approaches, thus allowing a direct comparison of the
improvements afforded by the latter treatment.

Computational Methods

All calculations were performed with a modified20 version
of the Gaussian 94 suite of programs.24 Electron correlation
effects were treated by means of DFT. The standard B3LYP
functional, due to Becke,25 was used throughout. This functional
comprises both local26 and nonlocal27 exchange contributions
and contains terms accounting for local28 and nonlocal29

correlation corrections. The B3LYP functional was chosen on
two grounds. First, DFT with this functional has been shown
to produce structural parameters in close accord with experi-
ment.22 Second, functionals such as B3LYP, which include a

piece of true HF exchange, have been shown30 to provide a
particularly reliable description of the unpaired spin distribution
in radicals.

Geometry Optimization. Geometries were optimized in
constrained envelope forms (one endocyclic torsion angle was
held constant at 0°) as before19 using the B3LYP functional
and the standard 6-31G* basis set. Initial values for the exocyclic
torsions were chosen as before:19 (a) the C1-O1 torsion was
chosen to maximize the exoanomeric effect31-33 (OH-1 anti to
C2); (b) OH-3anti to C4; (c) C4-C5 in thegt conformation
(O5 anti to C3); (d) OH-5anti to C4.

Calculation of J Couplings.All indirect spin-spin coupling
constants in the optimized structures were determined using a
previously constructed basis set20 by finite (Fermi-contact)-field
double perturbation theory.34 Suitable values for the perturbing
fields for the various couplings were chosen to ensure sufficient
numerical precision while still allowing a satisfactory low-order
finite-difference representation of the effect of the perturbation.
As before, only the Fermi-contact component of each coupling
constant was recovered.

Results and Discussion

Optimized Structural Parameters and Conformational
Energies. In a prior investigation,19 a detailed analysis of
conformational energies, structural parameters, and computed
JCH values in1 was reported using HF methods, and experi-
mental couplings in methyl 2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofurano-
side (2) were examined in light of the computed behavior. The
aim of the following discussion is to compare conformational
energies and optimized structural parameters in1 derived from
the HF (prior results) and DFT (present study) methodologies.

Conformational energies for1 computed using the HF and
DFT methods are shown in Figure 1A. The overall shape of
the conformational energy curve is conserved in the two
treatments; the global energy minimum is located at E2 and a
local minimum at4E, the latter being better defined in the HF
treatment. Virtually identical relative energies are obtained for
7 of the 10 envelope forms; in4E, Eo, and 1E, significant
differences are observed, with the DFT treatment yielding
smaller relative energies. Electron correlation effects are ap-
parently more significant in these western conformers of1. The
amplitudes of the two curves are similar, with an energy
difference of∼3.3 kcal/mol predicted between the most (E2)
and least (E1) stable conformers.

Bond lengths (C-H, C-O, and C-C) calculated by the DFT
method are 0.4-1.9% larger than corresponding bond lengths
calculated by the HF method (Figure 1B-D; see Supporting
Information). Thus, the DFT method produces more relaxed
structures than the HF treatment, in agreement with results
from more traditional electron correlation techniques.35 How-
ever, both methods predict the samedependenciesof bond
length on ring conformation, which have been discussed in
earlier reports.18,19,36-38 It should be noted, for example, that
the C1-O1, C1-O4, and C1-H1 bond lengths display the
expected dependencies on ring conformation. The exocyclic
bonds (C1-O1, C1-H1) are shortest when quasi-equatorial or
near-quasi-equatorial (e.g.,oE/E1 for C1-O1; Eo/1E for C1-
H1) and longest when quasi-axial or near-quasi-axial (e.g., Eo/
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1E for C1-O1; oE/E1 for C1-H1). The behavior of the C1-
O4 bond length is explained by noting that it is maximal near
oE/E1 and minimal near Eo. Maximal n f σ* donation by the
ring oxygen is expected when the C1-O1 bond is axial, that
is, in Eo/1E conformations.39 In these geometries, the C1-O1
bond should lengthen and the C1-O4 bond should contract due
to the anomeric effect in furanoses,40,41 in agreement with the
computed behavior.

Other key molecular parameters such as C1-O1 and C3-
O3 torsion angles, puckering amplitude (τm), and C1-O4-C4
bond angle show similar overall dependencies on ring confor-
mation in both treatments (data not shown; see Supporting
Information). The C1-O1 torsion experiences greater amplitude
in the DFT treatment; this torsion is influenced by stereoelec-
tronic factors (exoanomeric effect31-33), and its behavior may
thus be more affected than other C-O torsions (e.g., the C3-
O3 torsion where the HF and DFT curves are more similar)
when electron correlation effects are included in the calculations.
Puckering behavior is very similar in the DFT and HF
treatments, and a slightly smaller C1-O4-C4 bond angle (by
∼1°) is calculated for all ring conformations using the DFT
method.

These results show that similar trends in optimized structural
parameters in the 10 envelope conformers of1 are predicted
by the HF and DFT methods. The HF approach is known to
produce bond lengths which are markedly too short, at least
for flexible basis sets, so that the DFT predictions, which are
systematically longer here, are presumably in closer accord with
experiment.

Spin Coupling Constants.1. 13C-1H Spin Coupling Con-
stants. Figure 2A,C-F presents a comparison between the
previously reported scaled (HF/MP2) couplings and the present
DFT-derived values. These coupling constants were, of course,
obtained using different optimized geometries. C-H bonds are
noticeably longer in DFT-optimized structures, and the effect
of this relaxation onJCH was determined by comparingunscaled
HF/[5s2p1d,2s] calculations of1JC1,H1 using HF- and DFT-
optimized geometries (Figure 2B). The longer bonds in the DFT
geometries gavelarger unscaled HF values of1JC1,H1 and for
the remaining1JCH in 1 (data not shown), with differences
ranging from 3.3 Hz for1JC2,H2R to 9.2 Hz for1JC1,H1 (values
averaged over the pseudorotational itinerary). These data suggest
that geometry optimization using DFT makes a substantial
contribution to the differences observed between the scaled
couplings and the DFT-derived1JCH values. However, the larger
unscaled HF1JCH values obtained using DFT geometries may
yield scaled1JCH values in better agreement with experiment
thanscaledHF values using HF geometries, although this test
was not conducted. In contrast, HF/[5s2p1d,2s] calculations of
2JCH in 1 showed only small (<0.6 Hz) shifts to more negative
values on moving to the DFT structures, and3JCH values were
essentially unchanged (data not shown).

Computed1JCH values in1 are consistently larger in DFT
calculations than the corresponding scaled (HF/MP2) values;
however, couplingtrendspredicted by both methods are virtually
identical. Thus, for example, computed1JC1,H1values range from
152 to 161 Hz in the (scaled) HF treatment and from 161 to
171 Hz in the DFT analysis, translating into a∼6% increase in

Figure 1. Effect of ring conformation on (A) conformational energy profiles, (B) C1-H1 bond length, (C) C1-O1 bond length, and (D) C4-C5
bond length for1 obtained from ab initio molecular orbital calculations using the HF (9) and DFT (0) methods and the 6-31G* basis set.
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coupling magnitude (Figure 2A). Similar percent increases are
observed for1JC2,H2R (∼6%), 1JC2,H2S (∼7%), 1JC3,H3 (∼7%),
and1JC4,H4 (∼5%). Much of these increases are correlated with
C-H bond lengthening between the HF and DFT treatments;
however, small residual discrepancies of up to 3.5 Hz (for
1JC2,H2R) remain even after this is taken into consideration.
Importantly, the DFT-derived couplings are in closer agreement
with experimental couplings than scaled values obtained at HF
geometries (1JCH values in aldopyranosyl and aldofuranosyl rings
typically range from∼160 to ∼175 Hz), suggesting that the
inclusion of electron correlation by the DFT method improves
the accuracy of computedJCH values. For example,1JC1,H1 )
173.9 Hz in methyl 2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofuranoside (2),
a value which deviates significantly from the range of couplings
computed by HF methods. The observed range of1JCH values
from DFT analysis still does not include the observed value,
but the agreement is improved and the residual deviation may
be due in part to limiting the computations to a single
combination of exocyclic torsions in1, solvent effects, and/or
effects of methyl glycosidation on1JC1,H1 values, in addition to
the more technical factors of basis set limitations and the choice
of functional.

Two-bond13C-1H couplings determined by the DFT method
are consistentlymore positiVe than HF-derived values (Figure
3). Thus, for example,2JC1,H2R and2JC3,H2S are shifted by∼+1
Hz in all ring conformations, whereas smaller differences are
observed for2JC1,H2S, 2JC2,H1, 2JC2,H3, 2JC3,H2R, 2JC3,H4, and2JC4,H3.
As observed for1JCH values, the coupling trends predicted by
the HF treatment are reproduced by the DFT analysis. As

mentioned above, HF calculations (unscaled) at the DFT
geometries showed small negative shifts from values obtained
in HF-optimized structures.

The high level of agreement between computed2JCH values
in 1 and experimentally observed couplings in2 is encouraging.
For example, experimentally observed values of2JC1,H2R, 2JC1,H2S,
2JC2,H3, 2JC3,H2R, 2JC3,H2S, and2JC4,H3 in 2 fall within the range
of computed values, and excellent agreement is observed with
respect to coupling signs. Computed2JCH values probably
contain the same errors as1JCH values (up to∼10%), but this
translates into a much smaller absolute error (<1 Hz) for the
two-bond couplings. Observed2JC2,H1 and 2JC3,H4 values fall
outside the range predicted by the computations, and these
deviations may reflect the effects of methyl glycosidation (for
2JC2,H1) and hydroxymethyl rotation (for2JC3,H4) on these
couplings (i.e., significant structural differences between1 in
vacuo and2 in solution prevent the direct comparison of the
calculated and observed couplings).

The computed2JCH values involving the hydroxymethyl
protons (2JC4,H5R and2JC4,H5S) behave as predicted recently19,42,43

(via the projection rule5a) for the gt rotamer (Figure 4A,B). In
this rotamer, the former is negative in sign, whereas the latter
is positive. However, it should be appreciated that the Perlin5b

and Pedersen5a empirical methods predict eithersmallnegative
or largepositive couplings for2JC4,H5R and2JC4,H5S, respectively,
in the gt rotamer. By comparison, the computations predict a
-5.6 to-6.0 range for2JC4,H5R and+0.3 to+1.6 Hz range for
2JC4,H5S. Griesinger and co-workers reported2JC4,H5R values of
-1.5 to +1.4 Hz and2JC4,H5S values of-3.0 to -6.7 Hz in

Figure 2. Computed1JCH values in1 as a function of ring conformationsscaled values at HF/6-31G* geometries (9) and DFT values at B3LYP/
6-31G* geometries (0): (A) 1JC1,H1; (B) 1JC1,H1, unscaled HF values (b) and unscaled HF values using DFT-optimized geometries (O); (C) 1JC2,H2R;
(D) 1JC2,H2S; (E) 1JC3,H3; (F) 1JC4,H4. Dotted lines and accompanying values are the corresponding experimental1JCH values observed in2.
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RNA oligomers where thegg conformer is favored;43 their
prediction of couplingmagnitudesin this rotamer also contra-
dicts predictions based on the Perlin and Pedersen rules. The
disparity is most likely due to the fact that the Perlin rules are
based on couplings in (HO)C-C or (OH)2C-C fragments and
the Pederson projection curve was developed for (HO)2C-

C(OH) fragments, which differ from the (HO)C-C(OH) frag-
ment relevant for2JC4,H5R/S analysis. An examination of2JCH

values in conformationally rigid aldohexopyranosyl rings44

containing (HO)C-C(OH) pathways (e.g.,2JC2,H3, 2JC3,H2,
2JC3,H4) shows that a projection of 0 corresponds to a coupling
of -4.8 ( 0.7 Hz (13 compounds) and a projection of 1.5

Figure 3. Computed endocyclic2JCH values in1 as a function of ring conformationsscaled values at HF/6-31G* geometries (9) and DFT values
at B3LYP/6-31G* geometries (0): (A) 2JC1,H2R; (B) 2JC1,H2S; (C) 2JC2,H1; (D) 2JC2,H3; (E) 2JC3,H2R; (F) 2JC3,H2S; (G) 2JC3,H4; (H) 2JC4,H3. Dotted lines and
accompanying values are the corresponding experimental2JCH values observed in2.

Figure 4. Computed exocyclic2JCH values in1 as a function of ring conformation determined by the DFT method ([5s2p1d|2s] basis set) at
B3LYP/6-31G* geometries: (A)2JC4,H5R; (B) 2JC4,H5S; (C) 2JC5,H4.
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corresponds to a coupling of 1.4( 0.5 Hz (5 compounds). These
results are more consistent with the computed behavior of
2JC4,H5R and2JC4,H5S in 1 (we assume here that the behavior of
2JCH values in (HO)C-C(OH) pathways is not affected signifi-
cantly by whether one of the carbons in the coupling fragment
is a terminal carbon) with respect to magnitude and sign and
suggest that a modified projection curve may apply to (HO)C-
C(OH) pathways, as implied by Bock and Pedersen in the
original description of their method.5a

2JC5,H4 was predicted earlier to be small and negative for the
gt conformer in 1 using the projection rule,5a and the sign
prediction is confirmed by the computed data (Figure 4C). The
computed coupling magnitudes, however, are somewhat more
negative than predicted by the Perlin and Pedersen rules,
apparently for the same reasons discussed above for2JC4,H5R/S.

Three-bond13C-1H spin couplings are virtually identical in
magnitude in the scaled HF and DFT treatments (Figure 5).
When differences can be discerned, the DFT calculations
produce slightly larger couplings (<0.5 Hz difference). As
observed for1JCH and2JCH, virtually identical dependencies of
3JCH on ring conformation are obtained by the HF and DFT
treatments. Again, as mentioned above, there is little change in

the HF/[5s2p1d,2s] computed3JCH values on moving between
the HF- and DFT-optimized structures (data not shown). This
is in accord with the insensitivity to optimization method of
the dihedral angle separating the coupled nuclei.

The observed3JCH values in2 involving ring protons lie in
the range of the computed couplings in all cases (Figure 5).
Thus, for example,3JC1,H3 ) 2.7 Hz in 2, and the computed
couplings range from∼0 to 6.5 Hz. The agreement between
experimental and computed couplings suggests that the DFT
and scaled HF methods are nearly quantitative, which contrasts
with observations made for1JCH and 2JCH values, where
differences in experimental and computed couplings were
observed (i.e., experimental couplings fell outside of the
predicted ranges in some cases). The better agreement suggests
that 3JCH values may be less sensitive to exocyclic C-C and
C-O torsions than1JCH and2JCH values.

The exocyclic C3-C4-C5-H5R/S torsion angles in thegt
rotamer of1 vary slightly with ring conformation, as shown in
Figure 6A,B. The approximatelygauchedihedral angles yield
small values for3JC3,H5R and3JC3,H5S (0.5-1.5 Hz) (Figure 6C).
The small dependence of these couplings on ring conformation,
however, cannot be directly correlated with changes in C-C-

Figure 5. Computed3JCH values in1 as a function of ring conformationsscaled values at HF/6-31G* geometries (9) and DFT values at B3LYP/
6-31G* geometries (0): (A) 3JC1,H3; (B) 3JC1,H4; (C) 3JC2,H4; (D) 3JC3,H1; (E) 3JC4,H1; (F) 3JC4,H2R; (G) 3JC4,H2S; (H) 3JC5,H3. Dotted lines and accompanying
values are the corresponding experimental3JCH values observed in2.
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C-H dihedral angles, suggesting that other unidentified factors
influence their magnitudes.

A total of 103JCH values were calculated in1, namely,3JC1,H3,
3JC1,H4, 3JC2,H4, 3JC3,H1, 3JC3,H5R, 3JC3,H5S, 3JC4,H1, 3JC4,H2R, 3JC4,H2S,
and3JC5,H3. Correlations between these couplings and dihedral
angle (for plots of C-H dihedral angles as a function of ring
conformation, see Supporting Information) are shown in Figure
7. The composite curve (Figure 7A) is consistent with expecta-
tion, with minimal coupling observed atΘ ) ∼90° and maximal
coupling observed atΘ ) 0° and 180°. Two of the 10 available
3JCH values involve C-O-C-H coupling pathways (3JC1,H4,
3JC4,H1), while the remainder involve C-C-C-H pathways. The
latter can be divided into three distinct types, namely, (OH)-
CCC(OH)H, (OR)CCCH, andCCC(OR)H, where the italicized
nuclei are coupled and the intervening carbons in the pathway
have one oxygen substituent. Karplus behaviors of these four
different pathways are not expected to be identical, which leads
to significant scatter in the composite curve (Figure 7A).
Individual Karplus curves (Figure 7B-D) exhibit less scatter
and reveal subtle differences between the pathways. The C-O-
C-H pathway (Figure 7C) exhibits the greatest amplitude, as
expected; previous results in aldopyranosyl rings show that
substitution of an oxygen atom for carbon in a C-C-C-H
coupling pathway enhances coupling.44 These results are in fair
agreement with Karplus relationships derived experimentally
using conformationally fixed model compounds.45-48

2. 13C-13C Spin Coupling Constants. A. One-Bond Couplings.
1JC1,C2 is relatively constant throughout the pseudorotational
itinerary, varying from 41 to 42.5 Hz, with the minimal coupling
observed at E4 (Figure 8A). In contrast,1JC2,C3 exhibits
considerable change with ring conformation, varying from 35.4
Hz (E3) to 39.9 Hz (oE) (Figure 8C).1JC3,C4varies slightly with
ring conformation, with a minimal value (39.2 Hz) observed at
E1 and a maximal value (42.7 Hz) observed at1E (Figure 8E).
The exocyclic1JC4,C5varies significantly with ring conformation;
minimal coupling (44.0 Hz) is observed at4E, and maximal
coupling (48.4 Hz) is observed atoE (Figure 8G). The computed
relative magnitudes of1JCC values in 1 are in reasonable
agreement with relative magnitudes observed experimentally in
2, where1JC4,C5 > 1JC1,C2 > 1JC3,C4 > 1JC2,C3. In contrast to
1JCH values,1JCC values computed by the DFT method arelarger
than experimental couplings, and it is interesting to note that
the approximate percent increase in the computed1JCC values
with respect to the experimental values is not constant:1JC1,C2,
∼3%; 1JC2,C3, ∼5%; 1JC3,C4, ∼9%; 1JC4,C5, ∼12%. We attribute
the larger percent difference in1JC3,C4 to our initial choice of

C3-O3 torsion angle (OH-3 approximatelyanti to C4) which
yields a maximal value for this interaction.1JC4,C5 depends on
hydroxymethyl conformation, which differs in the in vacuo
calculations and in solution; the computed couplings pertain to
only one C4-C5 rotamer (gt), whereas in solution all three
rotamers are populated, albeit to different extents.19 As described
earlier, 1JCC values for vicinal diol fragments depend on the
C-C torsion angle.49 Differences in the C5-O5 torsional
behavior between the computational model and molecules in
solution are also expected to affect1JC4,C5 magnitude.49 As
observed for other exocyclic substituents, the C4-C5 bond
varies with orientation (quasi-axial,4E, longer; quasi-equatorial,
E4, shorter) (Figure 1D), and this dependence affects1JC4,C5

magnitude in a predictable manner (longer bond, lesss-character,
smallerJ; shorter bond, mores-character, largerJ) (Figure 8G).

Endocyclic C-C bond lengths vary with ring conformation
in 1 in a predictable fashion (data not shown; see Supporting
Information). Previous studies of C-C behavior in furanosyl
rings have shown that a given C-C bond is lengthened when
the ring atom opposite to it is out-of-plane and reduced when
both carbons in the C-C bond are out-of-plane. Thus, the C1-
C2 bond length is maximal when C4 is out-of-plane (P/π )
0.3 and 1.3) and minimal in the2T1 and 1T2 conformers. The
C2-C3 bond length is maximal when O4 is out-of-plane (P/π
) 0.5 and 1.5) and minimal in the2T3 and3T2 conformers. The
C3-C4 bond length is maximal when C1 is out-of-plane (P/π
) 0.7 and 1.7) and minimal in the3T4 and4T3 conformers. Thus,
on the basis of bond length considerations alone, endocyclic
1JCC values might be expected to vary with ring conformation,
with shorter bonds yielding larger couplings, but this prediction
is not supported by the computations. For example, for1JC2,C3,
comparable coupling minima are observed in the2T3 and 3T2

conformers where bond length isminimal, and different coupling
maxima are found atoE and∼Eo where bond length ismaximal.
Clearly, factors other than, or in addition to, bond length
determine the dependence ofendocyclic1JCC values on ring
conformation.

B. Two-Bond Couplings.Only one 2JCC value exists in1,
namely,2JC3,C5, and predictions of its magnitude and sign have
been made previously.50,51 This coupling will be affected by
the relative disposition of the terminal electronegative substit-
uents, O3 and O5, with an in-plane orientation (O3-C3-C4-
C5-O5 coplanar) producing the largest (most positive) coupling.
The relative orientation of the terminal OH substituents depends
on ring conformation, with the in-plane orientation attained in
conformations near E3/4E (P/π ) 1.1 and 1.3) (gt rotamer). The

Figure 6. Exocyclic C3-H5R (A) and C3-H5S(B) torsion angles in1 as a function of ring conformation (B3LYP/6-31G*) and the corresponding
couplings (C) determined by the DFT method ([5s2p1d|2s] basis set) at B3LYP/6-31G* geometries (3JC3,H5R, 0; 3JC3,H5S, 9).
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computed behavior (DFT) of2JC3,C5 confirms this prediction,
with maximal coupling found at 1.3P/π (10.4 Hz,4E) (Figure
9). Minimal coupling is predicted near3E, that is, in ring
geometries where O3 is maximally out-of-plane. In all ring
conformations, 2JC3,C5 is positive, in agreement with the
projection resultant rule.51 However, the maximal value of2JC3,C5

predicted using the latter rule is 3-4 Hz (E3/4E forms, gt
conformation about the C4-C5 bond), which is significantly
lower than the DFT-calculated coupling. This difference may
be due, in part, to limitations of the projection method, which
was developed based on2JCC values involving anomeric and
secondary carbons appended with free hydroxyl groups.51 In
contrast, for2JC3,C5, a terminalcoupled carbon is involved (C5),
and C4 does not bear a free OH group but rather the ring oxygen.
These differences may cause significant deviations in coupling
behavior. The overall change in computed2JC3,C5 values with
ring conformation (∼6.5 Hz) will probably be attenuated by
rotation of the C4-C5 bond into thegg and tg conformations
in solution where O5 is out-of-plane. In2, 2JC3,C5 ) 3.6 Hz,
which is considerably smaller than the maximum coupling

shown in Figure 9. This reduction is due to conformational
averaging of the ring (60% E2, 40%4T3) and about the C4-C5
bond (21%gg, 52%gt, 26% tg).19 In the latter regard,2JC3,C5

values forgg and tg rotamers are expected to be small and
possibly negative in sign, which would contribute to the smaller
experimental2JC3,C5 value in 2. In structures such as oligo-
nucleotides where C4-C5 bond rotation is constrained (gg),
differences in2JC3,C5 values between individual residues may
prove more easily related to changes in ring conformation.

C. Three-Bond Couplings.Two 3JCC values exist in1, namely,
3JC1,C5 and3JC2,C5. The magnitudes of these couplings depend,
in part, on the C1-O4-C4-C5 and C2-C3-C4-C5 dihedral
angles (Θ), respectively, which vary with ring conformation
(data not shown; see Supporting Information). The torsion angles
computed by the HF and DFT methods are virtually identical,
and the computed dependencies of3JC1,C5 and 3JC2,C5 on ring
conformation (Figure 10A,B) determined by both methods are
very similar. 3JC1,C5 (DFT) varies from 0 to 4.5 Hz, with
maximal coupling observed at∼oE and minimal coupling
observed in the western hemisphere of the pseudorotational

Figure 7. (A) Karplus curve derived from all computed3JCH values in1 using the DFT method (6-31G* basis set). (B) Karplus curve from
computed3JCH values in1 pertaining to C-C-C-H coupling pathways. The solid line is the experimentally determined Karplus curve reported by
Schwarcz and Perlin.45 (C) Karplus curve from computed3JCH values in1 pertaining to C-O-C-H pathways (3JC1,H4, 0; 3JC4,H1, 9). The solid line
is the experimentally determined Karplus curve reported by Tvaroska and co-workers.47 (D) Karplus curve from computed3JCH values in1 pertaining
to coupling pathways involving C2 and H2R/H2S of 1. The solid line is the experimentally determined Karplus curve reported by Schwarcz and
Perlin.45 Absolute values of dihedral angles were used in each plot.
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itinerary. In contrast,3JC2,C5 (DFT) shows a maximal coupling
near E4 (3.7 Hz) and a minimal coupling near E3 (∼0 Hz).
Amplitudes of the two curves differ, with3JC1,C5showing larger
maximal couplings than3JC2,C5. A plot of dihedral angle versus
3JCC for both3JC1,C5and3JC2,C5shows that both couplings exhibit
a similar dependence on dihedral angle, with minimal coupling
(∼0 Hz) observed atΘ ) 90° and maximal couplings of 4.0-
5.0 Hz observed forΘ ) ∼180° (Figure 10C). The3JC1,C5

results are consistent with observed3JC1,C6 values in â-D-
aldohexopyranosyl rings, which exhibit values of 4.0( 0.4
Hz50,52-54 for C-O-C-C dihedral angles of∼180°. The C1-
O4-C4-C5 pathway giving maximalΘ (162°, oE) resembles
the C1-O5-C5-C6 pathway inâ-D-aldohexopyranosyl rings
since, in both pathways, O1 lies in the C-O-C-C coupling
plane. The latter geometric factor is a major determinant of
3JCOCC magnitude.52,53 It should also be appreciated that C4-
C5 bond rotation influences the magnitudes of3JC1,C5 and

Figure 8. Computed1JCC values in1 as a function of ring conformation from DFT (UB3LYP/[5s2p1d|2s] and HF (UHF/[5s2p1d|2s]) methods
using DFT (B3LYP/6-31G*) geometries: (A)1JC1,C2, DFT; (B) 1JC1,C2, HF; (C) 1JC2,C3, DFT; (D) 1JC2,C3, HF; (E) 1JC3,C4, DFT; (F) 1JC3,C4, HF; (G)
1JC4,C5, DFT; (H) 1JC4,C5, HF.

Figure 9. Computed 2JC3,C5 values in 1 as a function of ring
conformation using the DFT (0) and HF (9) methods ([5s2p1d|2s]
basis set) at the B3LYP/6-31G* geometries. The indicated coupling is
the observed2JC3,C5 value in2.
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3JC2,C5.53 In the present calculations, the C4-C5 bond is in the
gt conformation and thus O5 cannot lie in the C1-O4-C4-
C5 plane in any ring conformation, but coplanarity is possible
for the C2-C3-C4-C5 pathway in ring geometries near3E.
The latter arrangement is expected toenhancethe observed
sensitivity of3JC2,C5to ring conformation; that is, the amplitude
of the 3JC2,C5versus conformation curve may be smaller in the
gg andtg rotamers; likewise, the amplitude of the3JC1,C5curve
may be greater in thetg rotamer.

D. Dual-Pathway Couplings.Couplings between C1 and C3,
C1 and C4, and C2 and C4 in aldofuranosyl rings are governed
by two intraring coupling pathways, and their magnitudes are

expected to be determined by the algebraic sum of the couplings
arising from both pathways.54 These couplings, denoted as
2+3JC1,C3, 2+3JC1,C4, and2+3JC2,C4, are difficult to interpret in the
absence of magnitude and sign information for both constituent
pathways. The computed dependencies of these dual-pathway
couplings on ring conformation are shown in Figure 11. The
DFT-derived couplings are in closer agreement with experi-
mental couplings observed in2 than are HF-derived values, but
coupling trends predicted by both methods are similar.2+3JC1,C3

values (DFT) vary from 0.8 to 3.2 Hz, with maximal coupling
observed in conformers near E1 and minimal couplings observed
near Eo. 2+3JC1,C4varies from∼0 to 3.4 Hz and exhibits maximal

Figure 10. Computed3JCC values in1 as a function of ring conformation determined by the HF (closed symbols) and DFT (open symbols)
methods ([5s2p1d|2s] basis set) at B3LYP/6-31G* geometries: (A)3JC1,C5; (B) 3JC2,C5. The dotted lines and accompanying values are the corresponding
experimental3JCC values observed in2. (C) Partial Karplus curve derived from all computed3JCC values in1 using the DFT method ([5s2p1d|2s]
basis set) at B3LYP/6-31G* geometries:3JC1,C5, 9; 3JC2,C5, O.

Figure 11. Computed2+3JCC values in1 as a function of ring conformation using the HF (closed symbols) and DFT (open symbols) method
([5s2p1d|2s] basis set) at B3LYP/6-31G* geometries: (A)2+3JC1,C3, DFT; (B) 2+3JC1,C3, HF; (C) 2+3JC1,C4, DFT; (D) 2+3JC1,C4, HF; (E) 2+3JC2,C4,
DFT; (F) 2+3JC2,C4, HF. The dotted lines and accompanying values are the corresponding experimental2+3JCC values observed in2.
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coupling nearoE and minimal coupling near E2, while 2+3JC2,C4

varies from 0.9 to 3.1 Hz, with maximal coupling observed near
E2 and minimal coupling observed nearoE. All three dual-
pathway couplings are predicted to be positive in sign, although
small negative couplings are observed for2+3JC1,C4 in 1E and
E2 conformers.

These dual-pathway couplings show a limited sensitivity to
ring conformation, with the largest sensitivity exhibited by
2+3JC1,C4 (>3.4 Hz). These dependencies can be used to test
the behavior of their constituent2JCC and3JCC values if some
assumptions are made. For example,2+3JC1,C4 is 3.4 Hz inoE
and 0.2 Hz in Eo. In these two conformations, the C1-C2-
C3-C4 dihedral angle is nearly constant at∼0°. If the 3JCCCC

contribution to both computed couplings is assumed to be
constant (i.e., the3J component is relatively insensitive to the
changes in orientation experienced by the terminal substituents),
then the difference in the couplings (3.4 Hz- 0.2 Hz ) 3.2
Hz) can be related to the2JCOC pathway. Thus, the two-bond
C-O-C coupling must bemore negatiVe in the Eo conformer
than inoE, assuming that the3JCCCC pathways yield couplings
having positive signs; the latter has been recently verified
experimentally.55 This prediction is consistent with experimental
observations inD-aldohexopyranosyl rings. InR-anomers,2JC1,C5

) ∼ -2 Hz, whereas inâ-anomers,2JC1,C5 ) ∼0 Hz. The Eo
conformer of1 contains a C1-O4-C4 fragment resembling
the C1-O5-C5 fragment inR-D-aldohexopyranosyl rings, and
thus a∼ -2 Hz coupling for the C1-O4-C4 pathway is
expected. In contrast, theoE conformation contains a C1-O4-
C4 fragment resembling the C1-O5-C5 fragment ofâ-D-
aldohexopyranosyl rings, and a very small2JC1,C4 is expected.
Given the approximations and assumptions in this analysis, the
apparent agreement between calculated and experimental cou-
pling behavior is reassuring.

A similar approach may be applied to analyze2+3JC1,C3values.
Again, we consider those conformations where the C3-C4-
O4-C1 dihedral angle is∼0°, namely,2E and E2. Calculated
couplings in these conformers are 2.9 and 2.2 Hz, respectively.
Using the same rationale as above, we conclude that the two
different two-bondpathways produce couplings that differ by
∼0.7 Hz; that is,2JC1,C3 values are very similar in the2E and
E2 conformers. This conclusion is consistent with prior observa-
tions on the behavior of2JCCC values in carbohydrates.51

Furthermore, in2E/E2 conformations,2JC1,C3is probably negative
in sign (-1-2 Hz) based on the application of the projection
resultant method.51 This prediction leads to a coupling of+3-5
Hz for the C1-O4-C4-C3 pathway, which is in qualitative
agreement with recent studies of the dependency of3JCOCC

values on dihedral angle in saccharides.53

Accuracy of DFT-Computed Coupling Constants.The
utility of computed coupling constants in conformational
analyses of carbohydrate structures such as1 depends not only
on their reliability in terms of predicting coupling trends but
also on the extent to which they can be considered quantitative.
Recent studies19 have shown that HF-computedJCH values in1
are highly overestimated, and a similar overestimation is
observed forJCC (see Figure 8). Clearly correlation corrections
are of paramount importance. In recent reports,18,19,36appropriate
scaling factors were determined forJCH values by computing
specific spin couplings at a high level of theory, namely,
quadratic configuration interaction (QCISD), and determining
the scale factor which, when applied to the approximate
correlation correction derived as the difference between MP2
calculations and the raw HF-calculated results, gave couplings
identical to the QCISD values. The numerical values of the

scaling factors depend on the coupling type; for example, scaling
factors of 0.83, 0.75, and 0.83 were reported for1JCH, 2JCH,
and3JCH, respectively.18,19,36The scaled HF-derivedJCH values
for 1 used in this manuscript were obtained in this fashion,
whereas the DFT-derivedJCH valueswere not scaled. The level
of agreement between thescaledHF andunscaled(raw) DFT
couplings is remarkable, showing that the DFT treatment yields
JCH values (and presumablyJCC values) in closer agreement
with the results of higher-level calculationswithout the need
for scaling.

The extent of the difference between raw HF- and DFT-
derived couplings can be observed in Figure 8. For example,
1JC2,C3 values in1 range from 63 to 68 Hz in theunscaledHF
treatment, whereas the DFT results (also unscaled) yield a range
of 35-40 Hz. The latter range is more consistent with the
observed coupling of 35.4 Hz in2.

The true extent to which the scaled HF or unscaled DFT
couplings agree with experimental data cannot be rigorously
assessed, however, in structures such as1 and 2 due to their
inherent conformational flexibility. While many of the observed
JCH andJCC values lie within the allowed ranges of the computed
couplings, at least for the DFT method, these data are insuf-
ficient to address the question of accuracy unless a conforma-
tional model, itself subject to error, is invoked. We therefore
conducted spin coupling calculations on the model methyl
aldopyranoside (3) (optimized exocyclic torsions: O5-C1-
O1-CH3 ) -68.9°; O5-C5-C6-O6 ) 71.0° (gt conformer);
C5-C6-O6-H ) -169.6°; C1-C2-O2-H ) 177.0°). Five
JCH values in3 were calculated (DFT), giving the following
results: 1JC1,H1 ) 152.7 Hz;2JC1,H2 ) -6.1 Hz; 2JC1,H5 ) 2.2
Hz; 3JC1,H3R ) 2.3 Hz; 3JC1,H3S ) 7.8 Hz. These computed
couplings were compared to those observed in methylâ-D-
glucopyranoside (4), which has a similar structure to3: 1JC1,H1

) 161.3 Hz;2JC1,H2 ) -6.3 Hz;2JC1,H5 ) 2.3 Hz. These results
show the DFT-computed1JCH value to be 5.6% lower (absolute
error of 8.6 Hz), in good agreement with the error estimates
made above for1JCH values in1. The computed2JCH and3JCH

values appear to contain similar percent errors, which translate
into smaller absolute errors (∼0.2 Hz for 2JC1,H2, ∼0.1 Hz for
2JC1,H5). The negative sign of2JC1,H2 is accurately predicted by
the computations. Interestingly,3JC1,H3R ) 2.3 Hz in 3, but
3JC1,H3 ) 1.2 Hz in 4; likewise, 3JC1,H3S ) 7.8 Hz in 3, but
3JC1,H3 ) 6.0 Hz in methylâ-D-allopyranoside (5) in which H3
is equatorial. The smaller couplings in4 and5 compared to the
computed values are caused by the different substitution pattern
at C3; loss of an electronegative substituent on the carbon
bearing the coupled proton apparently makes a positive con-
tribution to 3JCCCH values.

JCC values were also computed in3 and compared to corre-
sponding experimental values in ethylâ-D-glucopyranoside (6).
Computed couplings in3 were1JC1,C2) 53.6 Hz,2JC1,C3) 1.4
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Hz, 2JC1,C5 ) -1.2 Hz,3JC1,C6 ) 4.0 Hz, and2JC1,CH3 ) -2.2
Hz. By comparison, in6, 1JC1,C2 ) 46.9 Hz, 2JC1,C3 ) +4.5
Hz, 2JC1,C5 ) ∼ 0 Hz, 3JC1,C6 ) 4.1 Hz, and2JC1,CH3 ) -1.8
Hz. In contrast to observations onJCH, computedJCC values
appearlarger than experimental values; for1JC1,C2and2JC1,CH3,
the percent increases are∼13% and ∼18%, respectively,
although the error in the latter is greater due to the small
magnitude of2JC1,CH3and the error associated with its measure-
ment ((0.1 Hz). It is important to note, however, that1JC1,C2is
affected significantly by the particular selection of C1-O1 and
C2-O2 torsions, which in the present case orient the aglycone
CH3 and OH-2 anti to C2 and C1, respectively. These
orientations are expected to give rise to a maximal or near-
maximal value of1JC1,C2.49 If either of these torsions is rotated
to agaucheorientation, the computed1JC1,C2decreases by 4-6
Hz. A simple Boltzmann average, weighted by the optimized
energies in the various rotamers, yielded a value of 47.8 Hz for
1JC1,C2, which is in closer agreement with the observed coupling
of 46.9 Hz. Comparisons for2JC1,C5 and3JC1,C6 between3 and
6 are less reliable due to the conformational flexibility of the
C5-C6 bond of6 in solution. Overall, the level of agreement
between experiment and theory is remarkable, leading to the
expectation that DFT-derivedJCH andJCC values will provide
a useful means of testing structure-coupling correlations in
situations not readily studied via experiment.

The above comparison is not without limitations in that only
one set of exocyclic torsion angles was inspected in3, whereas
conformational averaging about these bonds is expected in
solutions of4-6. The effect of this averaging on computedJ
values remains largely unknown. However, this uncertainty
notwithstanding, the available data suggest thatJCH and JCC

values computed by the DFT method are 5-6% smaller and
∼5-10% larger, respectively, than experimental values. Knowl-
edge of these correction factors may permit the quantitative use
of these couplings in future structural studies of saccharides.
Improved basis sets in the geometry optimization andJ coupling
calculations, and an accounting of non-Fermi-contact terms in
the latter, may further improve the agreement between theory
and experiment.

Conclusions

This investigation has provided a detailed comparison of
structural parameters (bond lengths, bond angles, bond torsions)
and NMR spin coupling constants (JCH andJCC) in a biologically
important aldopentofuranose, 2-deoxy-â-D-erythro-pentofura-
nose (1), obtained by two different computational methods: ab
initio self-consistent field Hartree-Fock calculations and density
functional calculations, both using the same basis sets (6-31G*
for geometry optimization and [5s2p1d|2s] for coupling constant
evaluation). The primary aim was to evaluate the DFT method
as applied to carbohydrate systems with respect to its ability to
compute NMR scalar couplings involving carbon. Previous
efforts to calculateJ values in1 using HF-based methods,19

while useful, were nevertheless cumbersome, requiring both HF
and MP2 calculations and the development of scaling factors
(from QCISD calculations on structurally related but smaller
systems) to moderate the overestimation of electron correlation
effects on the computed couplings in the MP2 calculations. The
DFT approach, which is designed to recover the important
effects of electron correlation, was expected to yield reliableJ
values directly, that is, computed values that do not require
scaling. This expectation has been realized. While structural
parameters, especially bond lengths, clearly differ in the HF
and DFT treatments, thescaledHF andunscaledDFT couplings

are in very good agreement with respect to both coupling trends
and absolute values. Thus, the DFT method provides a simpler,
more rapid approach to computingJ couplings than the scaling
approach based on both HF and MP2 values, with comparable
accuracy. This observation provides a firm foundation for the
application of the DFT method to larger carbohydrates such as
oligosaccharides, whereJCH and JCC values, especially those
across theO-glycosidic linkages, can be investigated more
thoroughly as potential probes of conformation in solution.53 It
should be noted that the DFT method can also be used to
compute3JHH values, which may provide new insights into
torsional and nontorsional (e.g., Barfield effects) factors that
influence these couplings in cyclic systems such as furanosyl
rings.

While the high level of agreeement between the scaled HF
and unscaled DFT results for1 is encouraging, the DFT-derived
J values cannot yet be considered quantitative. We estimate that,
using the DFT approach described herein, the computedJCH

and JCC values are 5-6% smaller and ∼5-10% larger,
respectively, than experimental values. Interestingly, although
different calculational methods were employed, Hricovini et
al.23c estimated errors of∼5% in recent DFT calculations of
JCH values in methylâ-D-xylopyranoside, again with calculated
couplings smaller than experimental couplings. The origin of
these deviations has not yet been identified but could stem from
the inherent limitations of the calculations (e.g., choice of basis
set, limitation of the calculations to one set of exocyclic torsions
in 1, and others) as well as from the neglect of non-Fermi-
contact terms in the calculations. It would be desirable to identify
the cause(s) of these relatively small discrepancies between
theory and experiment and correct them in order to establish a
firm computational method for the quantitative prediction of
JCH andJCC in carbohydrates, which would stimulate their wider
application in structural studies. Despite these current limitations,
however, the robustness of the DFT approach is remarkable and
worthy of further development and exploitation.

The effects of furanose ring conformation onJCC values in1
have been newly examined in this study. The computed behavior
of 2JC3,C5in 1 is in qualitative agreement with predictions based
on the projection resultant method,51 thereby providing further
evidence of the potential of this coupling as a conformational
probe. Karplus curves constructed from DFT-computed3JCC and
3JCH values in1 are in good agreement with those derived
previously from experiment,45-48,53thus providing evidence that
the computed longer-range couplings are nearly quantitative.
New insights into dual-pathway2+3JCC values in1 evolved from
the calculation of these couplings as a function of ring
conformation; these new data provide a means to dissect2+3JCC

values into their2J and3J components, at least for a few ring
conformers. Overall, the results of this investigation provide a
strong incentive to measureJCH and JCC in more complex
furanose-containing biomolecules (e.g., DNA, RNA) where they
may yield conformational information complementary to that
provided by more common3JHH and NOE measurements. The
inclusion of JCH and JCC should be particularly beneficial in
studies of conformationally flexible systems where the inter-
pretation of more conventional NMR parameters such as NOE
can sometimes be problematic.
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